Characterization of chromosomal aberrations in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBL) by G-banding and spectral karyotyping (SKY).
Cytogenetic chromosome analysis by classical G-banding was supplemented by spectral karyotyping (SKY) in 12 cases of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBL). SKY is a fluorescence in-situ-based, genome-wide screening technique allowing identification of genetic material even in highly condensed metaphase chromosomes of poor morphology. By simultaneous hybridization of whole chromosome painting probes onto tumor chromosome spreads genetic rearrangements are visualized permitting the clarification of even complex karyotype alterations and the identification of genetic material of previously unknown origin, so-called marker chromosomes. Taking the SKY results into account, we reevaluated the G-banding karyotypes initially carried out, thus generating a more precise karyotype in ten of twelve (83%) cases investigated. In particular, thirteen chromosomal rearrangements not correctly recognized by classical cytogenetics were identified, the genetic origin of seven marker chromosomes was elucidated and three structural genetic rearrangements were redefined. We found SKY to be a valuable technique to establish a definite karyotype in addition to classical cytogenetics.